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(The research on injecting Gans for Cancer have seen immediate results new cells are 

created as the Cancer cells are transformed into energy for body, Teachings on the soul, 

it is connected to everything in the Universe, It is possible to elevate the soul,   ) 

 

(:07). Merry Christmas and Happy New year for those who follow the path of Christ. In 

the last 12 months we have seen huge changes in the T, and progress. We see next year 

as the pinnacle. We see our investments in our project start to pay off. We have changed 

the course. World recognition and understanding the T has been our goal and we have 

achieved a lot.   ...   (:13). Injection of the Gans CO2, in a specific way, directly to the 

cancer cells can lead to total elimination of the Cancer. The specific way that has been 

developed by the KF can be used in replacement of radiation therapy, which has been a 

problem with the side effects and burns and not much success rate. We will go to this 

directly. As far as the KF is concerned this is not a treatment, we consider it a 

processing. We inject the Gans directly into the tumor and within 24 hours starts its 

reduction. According to the report this process has no side effects. According to the 

report the injection directly into the blood sees it as a replacement for Chemotherapy. 

This changes the whole cancer treatment. We don't go out to destroy the Chemotherapy 

but we offer this process to the Pharmaceuticals who are using Chemo. We work openly 

with the scientists and doctors. (:16).    (:18). A new development in the last week 

during the scientific trials, we have seen the Immune S create new cells to replace the 

cancer cells. We have seen that the energy of the tumor being used for the betterment of 

the body. It means that they become the food for healing of the wound at the point of 

the damage. If you have tissue damage or loss of pieces of flesh from the muscles we 

have seen the re-growth of the cells within hours.      (:20). With certain Gans' and 

specific doses we have seen cancer gone in 6 hours. This means we can bring this new 

understanding into the process of infections. We have found the IS process of recovery 

and can create an effect within hours. This gives a new insight and is a major 

breakthrough in the world of science and health. We have found the key to the process 

of recovering from any infection. (:22). This is important for us in the molecular stricter 

of the cells, in replacing a damaged heart, brain cell, etc.   ... We invite the governments 

to join us in rapid deployment of the T. The actual T is safe because now we have 

reports from the trials. It's for us now to understand how this ratio (of Gans') works on 

the different parts of the body.  (:24).  The use of Co2 is a major breakthrough in the 

Health application and we have gathered scientific data to prove it. We started a spin off 

company with the authorities in Tokyo as shareholders. This will bring huge amount of 

returns for the Japanese research centers. The biggest problem to overcome was getting 

the scientists to try it and we got over it. We see this as a third government cooperation. 

This is a major breakthrough and to summarize we see the immediate elimination of the 

cancer while at the same time new growth of healthy cells to replace the cancer cells.  

We asked the scientists to mix their blood with the culture plates,  (:26).  to see if the 

Gans kills the white and the red cells and the answer is NEGATIVE. It means the 

cancer cells will be depleted while at the same time the red and white blood cells 

continue to operate. ?? we put what we call the main part of the Immune S into the 

culture and we saw the rapid growth of the (normal) cells, and strange enough the 

cancer cells don't grow. Once the cancer cells are diminished the other cells start to 

grow extremely rapid, it's an amazing development. You literally see the growth of 

cells, like when you see the sperm unite with the egg and goes into rapid division. It has 

been video taped and we are sharing it with the authorities so they can see. We are 



looking for those with tumors for testing, up to 50.  (:28).  We are open to human trials. 

We especially invite Norwegian government officials with doctors to attend the trials.  

(:30).  You don't need to spend tens of thousands of dollars on Chemotherapy, our trials 

show the effectiveness of the Gans. You can contact Health section. For Ghana you 

need immunization for yellow fever and that requires 10 days before flight. We invite 

doctors to supervise this process. We would like an international group of doctors to 

come. Our goal is to find a mixture of Gans' to bring the cancer down within the first 5 

minutes. This is MG saturation and not destruction, the cell just collapses, it gives its 

energy to another entity. (:33).     (:39). The next step in the development is the Water 

and Air Decontamination.    (:44). Shows pictures of Ghana, generators on the street. 

They trust each other and leave their goods on the street.  (:49).  We explained the 

proceeds of creation on this planet, was it accidental? What is the next step once the life 

is created in an active P way. We saw the energy of a star in its creation within the egg 

shell shape of its Solar S, at a given point it gives life to a structure, a planet, within that 

structure is another structure that we call human, animal, or tree life. It has been the 

energy conversion of a Pl from one state to another. In the process that created it has its 

own central position within its process and operation.  (:51). Once life has changed into 

the process of replication, to remember how to replicate the process the life has built 

itself a hidden memory bank. The process of horizontal beings, humans and animals, we 

have created a memory bank we call ?? . What is the memory bank of the vertical 

people? Where is the heart and soul of a plant and central brain. Man has chosen his 

head for Central control, we have kept the operation of control through the interaction 

of a non-physical entity we call E. ... the aura is an egg shell shape of man. For plant life 

it comes back to the essence of creation, we brought matters together, ??? with it, 

numbers, and increase in absorbing energy from it, environment to increase the 

multiplication. We reached a point where the central mass triggers a new dimension of 

energy that we call E, where in the process of development, the interaction of the P 

condition which is created by multiplication of the numbers, in P dimension and 

interaction in respect to each other, what we call E, has created a central point for 

interaction as we said   (:55).  between the E and P, and what we call the soul of the 

Man. What is the soul and its operation in the body? Why does it exist and what 

happens if we take it out. Would the body exist if we take the soul out? Answer is ??. 

The body is the same as the plant. ?? rub it, some liquid for the conversion of energy for 

the creation of life with it. What we call the oceans. But the real existence of the planet 

is not the earth and its P dimension, it is the fields which emanate from it and interacts 

with the planets and stars within the Galaxies and within the U. The fundamental point 

is through this little dust of the earth, through its MG fields it creates within its center, 

its soul with its heartbeat,  (:57).  it P structure ?? doesn't have legs and arms ... tentacles 

of its field forces reaches every star, planet, galaxy across this U. This is the beauty of 

the interaction of the fields. There is no single star, planet, cosmic dust which doesn't 

have a connection with this planet. This is the truth an dhow it stands. When we speak 

about earth's MG fields and its positioning in respect to the sun, if it was only sun the 

earth would have been going around the full fixed diameter around the sun, but we 

know this is not the way because The Moons of Jupiter Saturn, Venus, meteorites, the 

other galaxies field forces within the galaxies of the U all dictate the position of this 

planet, in one way or another, in a bigger or smaller diameter. The P of the body of the 

earth due to its center, what we call the creator of MG (:59).  field of its soul has 

connection with every other entity in the U. Put a magnet in the middle of a paper and 

add as much Fe dust as you want, the magnet will effect every single dust grain, even 

the ones that appear slightly loose you see some movement which means it still 



interacts. So it is also with the soul of the Man. At the birth of a man his soul is created, 

it reaches the soul of the total entity of what is within its information, its Pl and is in 

connection with the rest of the U. If you understand this you'll know how to approach 

and contact other entities which are also at the strength of the soul of the Man. For 

example you go to a football stadium with 100,000 people and you don't connect with 

anybody, then you go outside and see somebody across the road and immediately you 

feel love for them,  (1:01).  it's because the fields balance each other.  It's not because 

you both love football, but because your souls balance each other. In the structure of the 

life of a man there is a hidden wisdom, maybe for the first time I am explaining it. This 

wisdom is at the strength of the soul of the Man is the connection btn the atmospheric 

condition, which we call the creation of the AA and its matter state, which is the P of its 

entity. Many of you have wondered why the blood flows (in the veins). Stand still for a 

second and understand. In the matter state of the physicality of this planet, Fe is the M 

part, in the gaseous part the MG field, which behaves like a magnet in the gas condition, 

is the O, now you see the marriage of the 2. O, AA, with Fe ?? of the planet, 

Hemoglobin,  (1:03).  both are in M field condition of the two, and what we call the 

levitation of the liquid. One is attached to the physicality of the matter state and the 

other is attached to the gaseous and the water. Now you understand why blood flows in 

the body. (I think he means that because they are both M they repel each other causing a 

levitation or floating of the blood). This is the secret of the creation. This is why when 

the 2 interact and the soul is created it is connected to every entity on this planet. In the 

same way it's connected through its creation and the link of interaction to the other 

entities in this Solar S and ?? you. Now for the first time you understand why you have 

blood as liquid, with the behavior of liquid Gans ?? flow in the body. Two M conditions 

in creation of Infinity (?? loop), which creates the levitation, not connected to one or the 

other, unless you bring it out in the condition of the one, then the other gives up, or 

replaces its energy with the other fields and solidification, that's why blood dries on the 

skin once it is out of the vacuum condition of the body. If you understand this you'll 

understand clearly how the soul of the Man has been created. It is created out of the 

total entity of the elements of the structure of the matters within the Solar S,  (1:05).   

which have found balance within the P structure of this planet, it has a telephone 

number and it always calls earth. You can go anywhere in the U and through this 

number you'll know how to get back home. This is part of the deep space T, this is your 

"call back home card". If you understand this then you'll also understand how the soul 

of the Man operates. Every cell (including RBC) in the body has this connection and 

operates collectively through the E, which is the part btn the soul and the P.  E is 

Transition  Energy, some call Dark Energy, because Man never understood from the 

Source to the manifestation there is a transition. Now that you understand P and its 

dimension of the E, you should easily understand the E itself has lead to creation of P. 

Therefore, you can measure any E from the soul of Man to the P part.  (1:07).  But the 

interesting part comes when you enter the soul of Man. What and where is the soul and 

how does it operate? We said, the Sun and the Earth, then there is the positional MG 

field of the earth, where the tentacles of the fields reach every part of the U, now take 

the soul of the Man, it's the same as the center of the earth, it interacts with every other 

soul where the P of the Man has finished (?), the P body of the earth doesn't reach every 

planet in this Solar S, nor the galaxies and stars, but the fields of it DO. It knows if they 

are moving forward or if they have changed their position that it adjusts itself. So it is 

with the soul of Man in respect to ?? and the other souls of the U and within the 

structure of this planet, it interacts more freely with the entities (souls) of this planet 

because it is near and made of the same (? material) or partially the same. The soul of 



Man can not only reach other souls (made of the same), but its position is dictated, its 

power is given to it in respect by the others (? in relation to the others).   (1:09).  If you 

change the position of the soul or increase the level of its soul energy you'll create 

different field strength interactions and positioning. For those of you who understand 

the world of medicine like the way I just explained, now you understand that by 

elevating the soul of the man you increase the field on the body and within it you 

change the character of the man. Because now its a different evolution, a different 

dimension, now a different position and different strength of absorbing (receiving) and 

giving from the others. The SS T has to be the totality and not the ?? P, it's to 

understand the soul and not the P of the Man. This is the secret and those who 

understand will travel the spans of the U without ever moving their own P body. This is 

what has been hidden from the Man and his knowledge. The SS of the Man is his own 

soul. Those who get into spaceships are those who have not developed the next step. It's 

an interim, and how long this will last depends on the maturity of the soul of the Man. 

(1:11).  Can you elevate your souls? YES. But you have to understand what and where 

you add to it, because when you have the structure of the soul of the Man, it's the same 

as the soul of the planet, its heartbeat, which is the exchange of the energy of the soul 

and the boundary of the P, the two when they match they have to exchange ???    has a 

heartbeat, so does the Man. The Sun has a heartbeat because he has a P boundary and he 

has a center of the energy of the soul, the exchange of balance from one to another, it 

needs a transition, it's like a sound barrier one is weak and the other is strong. One is 

trying to go through and it hits the barrier of the P which is ?? slow. It's like the waves 

of the Tsunami when the energy of the water hits the solid shore and it has to increase 

?? to , there is no difference. Now you have to find the heartbeat of the Man in respect 

to the others and then you'll find the position of the others. Blessed are those who are 

wise to understand. Do you ever need a motion of P to reach another point in the U, or 

is the P transformation,   (1:13).  and the transition which is confirmation of the 

existence which you try to decide ?? which is .. The soul of the Man within the center of 

his brain is made, controls, communicates, ?? , develops structures, the P body of Man 

and its P interactions with the others. Those of you who thought of the color of my hair, 

the position of my heart, whatever is done because of me you have to understand that at 

the point of inception everything which is in the field within the creation of the planet 

had a say in the structure (of the body), what your job is going to be while you are here, 

how you are going to look while you're here. If you are supposed to be a giver then you 

need the timid behavior, and the one who is a taker, takes from the timid one. The need 

for a strong man that he gives and elevates the others around him. It is the souls that 

have decided this and not the man himself. If you understand the process of creation,  

then in the process of life you can change the strength of the (your) soul to elevate to the 

level of the strength of the other entities within the U, and "birds with birds and wolves 

with wolves".  (1:15). Because you have increased the true level of the soul, NOT by 

stealing and absorbing from the others, but by increasing the fields that are available in 

the soup of the U, then you should be able to see and communicate with the other souls 

of that strength plus your own. It's like with languages you'll see the 2. This has never 

been opened to the Man because he never realized that he can use his P in the right way 

to change and elevate the strength of his own soul. ??   look at the heartbeat, don't forget 

the heartbeat, it comes from the interaction of the fields of the soul which is going, and 

the reflection of the strength of the matter state in respect to its environment, sound 

barrier ... what we call the noise of the sound barrier. If you have heard when the planes 

cross the sound barrier and make that noise (boom) now you understand how the 

heartbeat is created. It's the same noise. Understand the soul and its strength, (1:17).  if 



you want to measure it and you have elevated your soul, or not, or you have managed to 

reach a higher level ... listen to your heartbeat. The change or number of heartbeats give 

a lot of indication into the structure and how much the soul in Transition becomes the 

matter of the Man, then you'll understand why you carry blood, that carries your E, and 

why your E dictates your P manifestation. Then you'll understand why I have said many 

times that I am ashamed to be in the body of a Man. It's not the soul but the 

manifestation of the P body which has ?? bothered and changes, this is exactly what you 

have to understand. The soul is exactly like a Pl, it carries the energy of a H, Cu, Zn, 

Plutonium, and the others which are stronger in the center, which we have not managed 

to understand. (1:19).  It's not that it's all Plutonium or H, how much you take from its 

M that you add to its G that increases the mass within the center, elevates the soul of the 

Man. Every position in the soul has a control for the strength of the P. If you could 

operate within this, would life have a time limit? Or the P life of the manifestation on 

this planet has a time limit, if you free your soul you travel the spans of the U with the 

soul of a Man from Earth, "wherever I lay my head is my home". Because my head 

carries my soul so it is home. If you understand the teaching of today you'll reach the 

maturity of the U, and for those who this is just a talk, you have a long way to go. 

(1:21).  A long way to go to understand your own creation, the interaction of the P ?? 

manifestation in respect to others, understanding the P has limitations where the fields 

of your soul reaches the U, would you like to talk to Mars or go to planet Zeus. We see 

a beautiful soul (Armen) on the screen. Try to understand the structure of your soul then 

the doors of the U are open to you. The limitation of the Man to open and reach the 

spans of the U it the limitation of his P and his ?? habit. Through your soul you have a 

structure which is field connected through your E to your P, and this is a very small part 

of the soul the rest is what the soul does to put you in the position of what it needs to be. 

Death is not the end but the beginning of the freedom of the soul where it needs to find 

new dimension. (1:23).  But in that dimension it has to find its P interaction. It's the 

division of a neutron into new protons and electrons, if one understands. It's the 

maturity of the time which comes with the understanding of the totality. Try to bring 

together al the knowledge we have taught over the past years and then you'll understand 

that the totality has come to a final point. If you understand your own soul you'll 

understand how to interact with the soul of the SS if you still physically intent on flying. 

You don't need the remote control or the P control, which is too slow, far too slow. The 

soul of the Man is a small part in this operation, is the image of his P, but it has other 

dimensions beyond it which are much different, stronger or weaker, which have the 

interaction of P with the other levels of the souls and the freedom of the travels in the 

space. (1:25).  We'll still make the SS, still fly, and still make the Gans and the coils, 

because a man will take from this T according to his intentions and no more. A child is 

happy with a toy car and a man is not content with a Rolls Royce, another man sees his 

life in a jet plane and another with a gun and a missile. The position (question) is do we 

need to attend to our life, taint it with the matter side or do we need to open it to accept 

the totality, energy of the U. Keshe talked with an African man and he said he has no 

bad feelings for anyone and he lives a simple life in Africa, but I am happy and at peace 

no one can touch me because I am at peace with myself. (1:27).   This has taken 

millions of years to bring this wisdom to the man in Africa. This is to understand the 

strength of your own soul, and to be truthful to your understanding of your own 

strength, but do I need to elevate it. To me we can reach the space T in a true sense 

much easier in Africa then in the rest of the world, because the heart of the man is still 

pure and untainted, for at least most of them. It will be very hard to find a soul in 

Europe or America or any other country. The purity comes out of the richness of the 



continent. If I am hunger I don't need to steal, I can still walk even within the capital to 

a banana tree to eat something, get a plantain or coconut to satisfy my hunger and thirst. 

In the Western world where do I rob next, there are no tress, they have papers on them 

(ownership) and are fixed to a wall. We see a calamity awaiting man in the coming 

time, (1:29).  then we will see the true soul of the man. But the question is will this 

mature the Man? I was explaining this to my son, in the mid 80's we had the Cold War 

btn East and West, Communism and Capitalism. Communism had a strength of its own 

and very correct within its own structure, it lived a life within the parameters which it 

accepted for itself. But the Capitalism was covered with lies and deception. The change 

or end of the CW, meant only we don't fire any bullets but we still don't like each other, 

didn't come down with the Berlin Wall, it came down 4 years before with Chernobyl. It 

took a nuclear disaster to open the door. In Western Europe they started to see high 

levels of radiation but didn't know where it came from, and the Russians were sitting on 

a fully blown up nuclear reactor and didn't want to talk. (1:31).  they couldn't hide it 

because the disaster was too big. They asked the Capitalists, maybe you have a T to 

help, but nobody had a T, only those pilot who sacrificed their lives by flying as many 

times as they could before dying to cascade the reactor with concrete. But that disaster 

gave a seed for ?? 4 years later of the breaking down of the Berlin Wall. And now we 

see a bigger Cold War but this situation will also change in the same way. This time it 

will be the other way around, the disaster in the West will cause them to put their hand 

out for the rest of the world to save them. This time there are no western "Kamikazes" 

because the westerns are all Kamikazes themselves. This time the West by its own 

accident, it will be an accident and not deliberate. Last time it took 3 years to bring the 

communism down in the West, because the West was more communist then the East but 

nobody could see it.  (1:33).  The appearance of the freedom is not the freedom. We'll 

see the same in a very short time where nuclear reactors and other accidents will show 

the true nothingness in the structure of the West, which will then call to the East for a 

helping hand, BUT this time help should have a condition, which as we said, help and 

energy in exchange for peace. This is what we'll see and it will happen.  Now it goes 

back to this mornings teaching, the soul of the Man has to be ready for this change. As I 

said many times it will be reversed and the boats going to Africa will be filled with 

thousands of whites trying to get to Africa. ?? They did a survey of children and asked 

them if they know where a chicken comes from, yes the supermarket they live there 

because that is where we buy them. That is the extent of the knowledge of the Man in 

the West. We have to raise the level of the soul of both side that when the time comes 

the door is open on both sides. (1:35).  That it doesn't become dependent on the passport 

or visa and we put you in the refugee camp. The viewpoint of the man ?? in terms of 

disaster should be the whole planet (we all work as one in disasters). We see calamities 

beyond imagination (coming), it's man made but triggered by natural forces. The reason 

that today I taught the status of the soul is because we have finished our teaching. 

People have been asking for these teaching and I have taught you everything you need 

to know about the soul, if you understood the truth. In all the teachings we said that the 

strength of the MG fields of the Pl reduces to a point that it becomes the strength of the 

matter state, there is no difference (?). The strength of the soul of the Man reduces so 

much in strength that it reaches the matter state, which is the P manifestation of the 

Man. You were interested in Pl and I was teaching you about yourself.  (1:37).  You 

were so materialistic that you forgot that you are part of the matter itself. It's not that the 

minute you understand you don't need to feed yourself, to live, living is part of the 

process for contributing to the humanity and the UC. I have been teaching you about 

your own soul from the beginning. But you were only interested in the matter state, you 



forgot that you were part of it yourself. The center of the Pl is the soul of the Man ?? 

and the circles it reaches the matter state strength becomes the E because it goes through 

?? how to find its motion to reach the matter state, that's why we call it E, and then it's 

the ?? matter state. H sits on the edge but within the H sits the energy of the gold, 

Platinum .. it depends on how much of the giving you give to reach the state of the MG 

field of the others. All my teaching has been about Man and his soul. The point of the 

hundreds of teaching is that I have been teaching about your self to yourself. (1:39).  If 

you understand the strength of the soul you can fly in any dimension. It's you who 

decides the dimension. I said many times that when I teach about the soul it will be the 

final chapter, and now I have taught you it. If you read the first chapters of book 1 and 

the last chapters of Book 3, I have shown you how 2 eggs come together and create a M 

field and a Pl, and at the end I have shown you the creation of the U which is the totality 

of the soul of the Man. As messengers we have a habit to teach in riddles otherwise it 

becomes too simple and meaningless.  Any Questions. John of AZ, I have heard that the 

SS are actual living entities,  (1:41).  and the SS has a soul. Is there something that has 

to be added to the field Pl we are creating or does it have a soul? If you understood the 

totality then you understood it has its own soul, that is why you connect ?? and directly 

through the soul through E. You break into its E. I have been looking at your S these 

last few weeks, something is missing, you haven't found the soul of it yet, the imaginary 

center, where the field Pl works. In AZ you have built a platform and placed your 

reactors on it, try to raise your reactors (? off the floor). If you place your top and 3 base 

reactors in a line, in interaction with your 18 reactor cores, sit within the imaginary FP 

(Free Plasma) you shall fly. Is it a living being at that point? Yes, but it has no P. I can 

tell you put it there and then you'll fly.  (1:44).  We saw this with Armen, we hung the 

4th reactor and it rotated and the platform went up and down, but it didn't have the 

structure it needed, with the 18 reactors. The 18 reactors create the P boundary and the 

soul sits within the FP. If you look the top reactor is like the brain and the lower are the 

legs and arms. Once you achieve this point you achieve the creation of the SS. Because 

it's a FP it is created out of the totality, then the Man's soul (?FP) and the FP of the SS, 

if you can tune at the strength you'll decide the full S. You'll learn that the pilots of the 

future are the man of the truth in respect to ?? the desire of the travel, which means they 

can manifest the point of destination to you ?? without your ever arriving, because they 

can create the condition of the connection, zero time travel, which is not actually 

traveling in the zero, but opening yourself to the Truth, we call it the enlightened. When 

you can create the strength of the destination, you are at the destination.   (1:46). The S 

you are setting up in AZ you are getting there, I saw your 12,000 rpm reactors, fantastic 

you'll get there. .. there is a reactor SF on the top core, and SF below, and the plate with 

the (Gans) balls sits in the middle. As I said I hide too much because the Man is not 

mature. You have already achieved the envelope, the donut, you've understood partially 

that you don't need the transformers if you can feedback into your own ?? internally , 

then you have created your own image, then you are the pilot. (1:48). ... I speak about 

the Principle and transition matter. Is the heartbeat in the E? It's the interaction btn the P 

and the soul at the strength of the E. Have you ever thought for 1 second why your 

heartbeat elevates when you get E triggered? Maybe you'll find the answer this way. ???  

When you speak to the soul, it goes back to the 12 disciples, because it covers every 

angle of, what we call the dispensation of the fields. It's the fields that feed back and 

creates the dimension of P. (1:50).  at the strength which it does. The problem is not 

who he was talking to, but which soul he was trying to reach. We have a repetition in 

the life of Christ and the life of ?? Bab (Bahaula), when they brought him in front of a 

firing squad, he said, I have not finished yet, ?? 900 soldiers firing, they couldn't find 



him, he was back in his room because his mission wasn't finished. When he finished he 

said I am ready. It looks like a magic, but the soul was ordering the 900, it wasn't time 

yet. The soul doesn't need to speak but the Man needs the P of the voice to confirm his 

own ?? of information. Sometimes you have to speak for the ear to hear but the soul has 

already received the message. (1:52). When you feel the pain of your child thousands of 

kilometers away, did they speak or did you feel their E. It's only you who has that 

strength to receive it, zero time travel, we've seen it many times but we don't understand 

it, now we do. The cry of the Man for the disaster to come has been felt by the soul of 

those who can come and save are sitting on the outskirts of the Galaxy of this Solar S. 

Man shall see very soon. It's the same as the child cries to the father for help. The soul 

understands it and the field comes to the father that the child should be ?? So the cry of 

the Man has been out, it's been heard. We are too much involved in P that we don't see 

the reality. (1:54). Q: about Silver Nitrate in the Hemoglobin production and do we add 

Silver N in the N coating, how much of it? Try and tell us. You'll find that using Nitrites 

with AA you'll reach the color of pitch black, don't just look at it (P) but ask why, then 

you'll the path to the soul. Now you understand why some are so black in their soul. 

When you use these things especially with Hemoglobin, you have to see if it's alive, if 

it's operating and not just because you added to it. (1:56).  This is the problem you do it 

just because I told you, but you have to see if it is needed ?? for Hemoglobin to exist or 

?? is it converted. Zane says thank you fro being here, you mean so much to me, I love 

you.  Andreas from Switzerland, from early childhood I had a desire to fly, like Peter 

Pan. ??? something about fear of falling, understanding the E and M and G field 

strength, there can be no fall because it is just the G field. Any man that understands the 

balance btn the Fe and the O,  (1:59).  can levitate himself, when we put a stronger 

magnet against a weaker one, or with a Pl, where we can change the strength enough 

then both positions change. Levitation or flight in respect to a fixed position like earth is 

very easy, because you have the Fe as AA, and you have the O ?? every single ?? of the 

AA, one is the Hemoglobin and other the O, if this is understood anyone can fly or 

levitate in respect to the earth depending on the strength you change from the metal  Fe 

in respect to O. In flying or moving across the U span it is again, understanding the MG 

field strength of the position, what and how it is compared to what you are. This goes 

back to the medical teaching, I said the RBC are "taxi destinated (destination)", which 

means when a cell (designated for the toe) passes the lung that cell only has energy for 

the toe and not the lung or brain or heart. Because only in that position it has the 

strength which is needed for ?? depletion of the cell so it can be ?? (recycled) back to 

the top. (2:01). When the sweet water when it enters the saltwater of the ocean, 

understand the interaction of the mixture of how much O you can put energy wise, do 

you take energy from the air in respect to the ground, or the other way around, and you 

?? position yourself. Then understand do you take energy at the level of the U in the 

point of destination to match?  You'll find out that SS are the point of gathering of the 

souls rather then the P because they enjoy being with each other. It's like what we call 

"Ex-Pat" (people who live outside their home country) community, but it covers the 

whole ... they are ex-universes instead of being "ex-pat". When you decide to go in a SS 

it's when you decide to be a part of the others (UC) (through) interaction. That's the 

misunderstanding that a lot people have of the totality. It's like you go to S America but 

you have friends from Africa,   (2:03).  Asia, and Europe because you like to be around 

them. You're all "ex-pats" but your in a community that you like to be in. You'll find out 

that the SS of the U are that way, beings from every culture of the U come together to 

enjoy each others existence and presence. By their will and not by force. This changes a 

lot. You can decide if you'd like to levitate on the earth or join a SS above, or you want 



to one for yourself alone. The SS of the Man is at the strength of his E, ?? as a P matter 

entity of this planet. It's the trust in ones soul that allows the man to travel. Q; Could 

you discuss dimensionality and realms of existence are these just constructs of the mind 

or should it be seen in the evolution of the soul, i.e. the higher the elevation the more 

they are perceived so to speak?  It's mainly environmental condition dependent, what 

you like to manifest. If we change the strength of the Immune S of the body of Man, we 

can make him be in any direct position. It's the IS which puts limitation on the 

understanding of ??, because you have put a filter. (2:06).  The restriction in our 

expansion in our P dimension has been predetermined by our ancestors in the existence 

of our IS, anything above a threshold is seen as a problem. It has to brought into the 

parameters that it can operate, because the atmosphere of this planet has conditioned us, 

we have no choice. Why do all the animals have a blood ?? temperature of 37 (36.5) 

degrees, because it's the conversion rate in respect to the gaseous and matter state and 

the transition of the speed of the, what I call the fields of the soul in the matter state 

boundary. Why when you see somebody you love your heartbeat changes? It's only btn 

you and your E and nobody outside knows. Is it the connection btn the soul that transfer 

the energies at the speed that the P can't handle, then we should be able with the 

knowledge we have to measure the strength of the love. (2:08). Love has a strength the 

same as the fear and joy. Now that we understand we can do it, why don't we increase 

the whole thing (fields on this planet) to the level of loving and let the whole world love 

each other. It can be done. And the number of people around the KF is enough to create 

it. But the position of the fear is worse, because we have ?? Ulga asks why when she 

sees strangers her heartbeat begins to increase, what is the reason? Ask your soul, it 

recognizes before you do. Does it produce a heartbeat of fear to protect you from what 

they are, or intentions? Because (your soul) is aware of the other souls. Or is the 

heartbeat elevated due to the love and care? You look at your own heartbeat but the soul 

has already connected. ?? of intention. (2:10). Q: What is the main motivation for the 

soul, is there different motivations for different souls? For example, the soul of a SS 

might have a different motivation then a human soul. It is you or somebody else who 

created the SS so it carries the E. The intention is by principle, living a balanced life. 

Would the soul of a SS be the same as a new child born? The same as a planet, because 

that strength gives you manifestation of P. It's what I call home, what I feel comfortable 

in. This is why I said in some cases you can't invite others into your SS, it's made for 

yourself. If you make it ?? multi-dimensional you can allow anybody to enter. Children 

of the U with a Man's soul as part of it would be a fantastic birth, physically we would 

not be able to reach (it) because of the strength of AA, we'd kill each other, but we can 

marry through the soul, and the children of the soul have no dimension unless they 

decide. (2:12).  Man will learn about this in a very short time. The way your heartbeat 

changes when you see a beautiful woman, man, dog or child, the way you fall in love 

with a beautiful woman, because of the heartbeat. It will happen in space for Man, but 

unfortunately, P interaction is an impossibility. But the marriage through the souls will 

lead to the life that it's balanced btn the two and the child of the soul is so beautiful. 

Man still has a long, long way to learn this. If you look for the birth through the action 

of the sperm and egg and you know that came from the P manifestation of the soul, I 

would imagine if the souls ?? would be ?? without transition, it's so beautiful. You call 

it a virgin birth because there was no P. Q: How does the soul effect the DNA and 

RNA? (2:14).  It's the creator of both, one on the level of E and one P. In Chinese 

culture you have the Yin and Yang, E is that fine line btn them. One always reaches the 

other and the return comes to itself, depending on its strength. If you have understood 

the teaching of today you have unraveled the mystery of the U, because it had nothing 



to do with the P of the Man. It's to do with the fields of the creation of the essence of the 

creation. It's the same across the U. you need the energy to create the matter and then 

the interaction of the matter allows the free levels of the understanding of the freedom 

of the energy, which is what you call the soul, ?? that in its interaction once you have 

created it is all matter state to confirm its existence. You call (it) P. If you understood 

today's teaching you understand the mystery of the U otherwise it's just a wind passing 

by. Have a wonderful New Year if you are a believer of the Christ.  End.  

 


